SALISH AND KOOTENAI
HOUSING AUTHORITY

MAINTENANCE POLICY

The Maintenance Policy was approved by the Salish & Kootenai Housing Authority Board
of Commissioners at a regular meeting held on September 1, 2021.
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SECTION 1
POLICY STATEMENT
The Board of Commissioners of the Salish and Kootenai Housing Authority (Housing Authority)
recognizes that one of the most important aspects of the Housing Authority operations is the
maintenance of the Housing Authority owned and managed units. If units are not maintained on
a regular basis, the long-term viability of the Housing Authority as a property management
business is threatened and the Tribes and the residents will lose a valuable resource.
These procedures are intended to implement a full system of maintenance for those units where
the Housing Authority has the obligation to perform the maintenance as required.
Therefore, the purpose of the Housing Authority’s maintenance procedures shall be to:
a. Maintain all property and equipment under the management of the Housing Authority in a
decent, safe and sanitary condition.
b. Conduct timely inspections, regular and preventive maintenance, timely repairs and
replacements to ensure the structural integrity of the units along with making sure all
equipment associated with the unit is functioning properly.

SECTION 2
COMPONENTS OF THE HOUSING AUTHORITY
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
2.1 Preventive Maintenance
A. Preventive maintenance is defined as tasks that provide for the inspection,
monitoring, and care of buildings or equipment to prevent the need for future
emergency maintenance and/or major structural or system failures.
B. There shall be two phases to the Housing Authority preventive maintenance program
that the Maintenance Manager and Maintenance Coordinator are responsible for
implementing. The first phase will include actual preventive maintenance activities
and the second phase will include preventive maintenance inspections. The Housing
Authority will perform both phases of preventive maintenance in properties managed
by the Housing Authority.
C. The Maintenance Department shall establish a regular, periodic schedule for all
preventive maintenance work identified during the inspection period.
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D. Preventive maintenance for equipment will normally be performed during off season
of the equipment use.
2.2 Routine Maintenance
A. Routine maintenance is the unplanned response, including ordinary maintenance, of
structures and equipment that have deteriorated through normal wear and tear.
B. It also includes responding to service requests when items are not functioning
correctly, making minor repairs to facilities, systems, and equipment; and replacing
component parts of systems and equipment.
C. The Maintenance Department will make every effort to make sure routine
maintenance requests are responded to and repaired within a reasonable time frame.
2.3 Substantial Rehabilitation
A. For purposes of calculating program and non-program income, substantial
rehabilitation occurs when a 1937 Housing Act unit is sold/demolished and
replaced/reconstructed.
B. Meth remediation and repair expenses will be excluded from program income
calculation because these expenses do not extend the useful life of or add value to the
unit. Meth remediation costs incur only to return the unit to a habitable condition and
will not be considered substantial rehabilitation.
C. Substantial rehabilitation does not include costs paid for with insurance proceeds.
2.4 Emergency Maintenance
A. Emergency maintenance is performed in response to an unanticipated situation
endangering life or property or the normal use of dwelling units or systems.
B. The Maintenance Department will make every effort to make sure emergency
maintenance is responded to and repaired within a reasonable time.
2.5 Inspections
A. Move-in inspections shall be performed by the appropriate department before the unit
is occupied with the resident present. Any deficiencies will be noted on the
inspection form and addressed by the Maintenance Department.
B. The Maintenance Department is responsible for inspections at regular intervals to
determine the condition of all the dwelling units and equipment associated with the
unit.
C. For units that are occupied, inspections will be scheduled in such a manner as to
allow the residents the opportunity to be present during any inspection of the
respective unit.
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D. All residents will be given 24-hour notice prior to the Housing Authority entering the
unit for inspection.
E. Regular inspection will be conducted on a schedule not to exceed 24 months for
rental units owned and managed by the Housing Authority. The purpose of the
inspection is to detect any deficiencies that may exist in the units. Any deficiencies
shall be noted on the inspection form and addressed by the Maintenance Department.
The condition of the units and grounds will be noted on Housing Authority inspection
forms. Upon the completion of any inspection, the resident shall receive a copy of
the inspection form. A detailed report will be kept on file at the Housing Authority
offices.
F. Emergency inspections will be done when necessary as determined by the
Maintenance Department.
G. Move-out inspections shall be scheduled and conducted as soon as possible not to
exceed 5 working days from the date Maintenance receives the vacancy notice. The
Housing Authority shall photograph or videotape move-out inspections to visually
display the condition of the unit and grounds. Photographs or videotapes will be kept
on file at the Housing Authority offices. The Housing Authority shall notify tenants
of all move-out charges deemed over and above normal wear and tear by mail with a
detailed list of charges. Charges will be determined from a list of average costs
determined by the Maintenance Manager and Inspectors. The costs will include
materials and labor for any and all repairs and the list will be updated on a bi-annual
basis. Tenants will be given 10 working days from the date of the letter to schedule an
appointment with the Maintenance Manager to dispute any of the move-out charges.
H. Warranty inspections shall be performed quarterly on units receiving preventive
maintenance until all warranties on the units and/or equipment has expired in
accordance with the Housing Authority’s contract with the contractor. Copies of the
warranty inspection will be forwarded to the Contracting Office.
2.6 Drug Labs in Units
The Housing Authority in an effort to protect the public health, safety and welfare of our
communities have adopted specific cleanup standards for units contaminated by drug labs in
properties owned and managed by the Housing Authority.
Studies have shown that hazardous chemicals and chemical byproducts produced by a meth
lab may result in general contamination of the indoor environment.
The following sections summarize the Housing Authority’s meth contamination levels and the
basis for them in research conducted concerning acceptable meth lab and meth use-related
contamination levels in housing units:
A.

The Housing Authority, following research regarding other standards across the
region, hereby determines a meth residue concentration level of 1.5 ug/100 cm2 to be
an acceptable level resulting from the manufacture of meth in a drug lab. The
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Housing Authority declares further that a residue concentration of 4.0 ug/100 cm2
will be considered an acceptable level in spaces that are less trafficked including
attics and crawl spaces. Extensive research in California and Colorado has determined
these levels to be acceptable.
B.

The California standard for an acceptable concentration level of meth residue is 1.5
µ/100cm2. This toxicological standard presented by the California Environmental
Protection Agency is meant to prevent any and all effects of the drug in infants. If the
measured meth level is below the California standard, cleanup is not necessary – that
level of meth has been shown to present minimal health risk to all occupants of a
home.
While Colorado’s general technology-based standard for meth residue is .5 ug/100
cm2, its standard for painted surfaces is 1.5 ug/100 cm2 and 4.0 ug/100 cm2 for spaces
that are less trafficked including attics and crawl spaces.

What is the “California standard” and what does it mean?
The California toxicological standard (California standard) for an acceptable level of meth
residue is 1.5 µg/100cm2 with respect to units contaminated by clandestine meth labs. This
number is based on a study of the effects of meth in infants (ages 6 months to 2 years), – the
population most at risk to harm from meth residue due to increased exposure from infants
crawling and putting hands, feet, and objects in their mouths. A meth concentration level of
1.5 µg/100cm2 has been determined to present minimal risk to infants and therefore to all
other groups potentially exposed. After a declared meth lab has been remediated, the
contractor must demonstrate that the level of meth present is below this level in order for the
property to be considered properly cleaned.
2.7

Meth Cleanup and Remediation

The Housing Authority has created a standard cleanup and remediation process that will be
implemented once law enforcement officials identify a drug lab and the level of meth
contamination in the unit has been established. The following guidelines will be used to
determine the level of contamination and the method used to cleanup and decontaminate each
unit determined to have meth contamination from a meth lab.
The Housing Authority Maintenance staff, after receiving notice of a declared drug lab from
appropriate law enforcement officials, will perform the following steps to determine the
method of cleanup necessary to ready the unit for future occupancy.
A. Samples will be taken utilizing a Wipe Test and sent to an authorized laboratory to
determine if there is meth present and, if so, the level of contamination.
B. Test results that come back with a reading of 1.5ug/100cm2 or less will be considered
a “non-detect.”
C. Units with test results that come back with a reading above 1.5 ug/100 cm2 will have
a scope of work established by the Housing Authority Inspector. This may require
removal of all woodwork, any porous material, and all affected cabinets and
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countertops, as well as replacement of appliances and any other area as determined by
inspector and as written in the scope of work. This may be room- or item-specific
depending on test results. If one room or item tests above 1.5 ug/100 cm2, but the rest
of the unit does not, the Housing Authority will focus only on the room or item that
had tested above the Housing Authority standard. The unit will be turned over to a
qualified remediation contractor to be cleaned. A Qualified Contractor will consist of
a contractor who has hazardous waste expertise and is certified to conduct clean-up
operations in a meth contaminated condition. Contractors who have not been certified
in a similar program should, at minimum, complete the 40-hour HAZWAPER
training (OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120). The contractors will need to provide the Housing
Authority with documentation of completion for each employee who will be doing
meth remediation. A Clearance test will be performed by the Housing Authority to
insure the unit has been cleaned down to or below the Housing Authority standard.
D. Vacating tenants of units contaminated by a meth lab will be notified in writing of the
results of any testing performed. If the unit tests positive for meth, the vacating
tenants of units contaminated by a meth lab will be charged for all expenses
associated with bringing the contaminated unit back to the Housing Authority’s
standard in the manner stated above. This will include meth remediation by a
Qualified Remediation Contractor as well as meth-related move-out repairs.
E. All limited exposure areas, such as attics and crawl spaces, that are found to have a
meth residue concentration level of 4.0 ug/100 cm2 or less will be considered to have
an acceptable level of contamination (consistent with the Colorado Standard
described above) as they are non-livable areas.

SECTION 3
HOUSING AUTHORITY RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1

Rental Program
A. The Housing Authority is responsible for all routine and preventive maintenance.
B. The Housing Authority shall perform inspections of all units in accordance with a
plan and schedule established by the Maintenance Manager and Maintenance
Coordinator.
C. All maintenance needs that are identified during the inspections should be corrected
by the Housing Authority within a reasonable amount of time not to exceed 45 days.
D. The Housing Authority shall repair tenant caused damages and the costs shall be
charged to the resident based on the cost of labor, materials. Materials will be
charged based on the actual cost to the Housing Authority.
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E. If the Housing Authority hires or contracts with an outside person or firm to repair
any resident caused damage, the tenant will be charged the actual cost to the Housing
Authority.
F. The Housing Authority will be responsible for maintaining lawns for the elderly and
persons with disabilities as defined in the Housing Authority’s Eligibility,
Admissions, & Occupancy Policy.
G. The Housing Authority will be responsible for snow removal for elderly and persons
with disabilities.

SECTION 4
RESIDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1 Rental Program
A. All residents participating in the Housing Authority rental program will comply with
the provisions identified in their Dwelling Lease concerning their maintenance
responsibilities.
B. Tenants in the rental program will be responsible for the maintenance of their yard.
This will include care of the lawn, trees and shrubs. If the tenant is unable or
unwilling to care for the lawn, the Housing Authority shall perform the work and
charge the tenant accordingly.
C. Rental program tenants, with the exception of the elderly or persons with disabilities,
are responsible for their own snow removal from their sidewalks and driveways.
Snow shall be removed if there is over a 3” accumulation. If the tenant is unable or
unwilling to remove the snow, the Housing Authority shall have it removed and
charge the tenant accordingly.
D. Rental program tenants shall be responsible for notifying the Housing Authority
immediately of any damage or repairs needed.

SECTION 5
SERVICE ORDERS
5.1 System
A. The Housing Authority shall create and utilize a service order system for receiving
and recording resident maintenance requests.
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B. All maintenance requests must be processed through the service order system.
C. Maintenance work initiated as a result of inspections may also be processed through
the service order system.
D. If the Maintenance Supervisor receives a maintenance request directly from a
resident, a service order may be initiated and the work completed in accordance with
the Maintenance Supervisor’s schedule and plan.
5.2 Form
A. The Maintenance Administrative Assistant working in cooperation with the
Maintenance Coordinator shall initiate a service order form.
B. The housing Authority shall send the Tenant notice that includes the items damaged,
correctional action taken and the cost of repairs.
C. The form should include, at a minimum, the following information:
1. Resident name
2. Unit number, key number and address
3. Brief description of problem
4. Resident permission to enter unit if tenant is not at home
5. Who took the request and the date of request
6. What work has been performed
7. What materials and supplies were used
8. Date when the work was performed
9. Time work started
10. Time work completed
11. Any parts on order
12. Charges to the tenant, if any
13. Tenant’s signature accepting completed work
14. Housing Authority staff person’s signature who performed or approved of
work.

SECTION 6
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULING & PRIORITIES
6.1 Scheduling
A. All preventive maintenance and certain routine maintenance, as well as inspections,
should be scheduled.
B. The Maintenance Manager and Maintenance Coordinator should schedule preventive
maintenance and inspection activities for an entire year prior to when the Housing
Authority submits the annual Indian Housing Plan.
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C. By scheduling planned maintenance, the Authority Maintenance Supervisor and staff
can approach the many maintenance tasks to be completed in an organized fashion
and the staff will know what is expected to be accomplished.
6.2 Priorities
A. Emergency maintenance tasks shall have preference over all others. The Housing
Authority will make every attempt to complete all work of an emergency nature on a
same day basis.
B. Routine maintenance work generated by service orders shall be the next priority.
C. Preventive maintenance and inspections shall have last priority.

SECTION 7
QUALITY STANDARDS
7.1 Codes
A. All maintenance work performed on Housing Authority owned and managed property
shall be done in compliance with the International Residential Building Codes along
with other applicable codes or laws of the Tribe or the State.
B. All maintenance work will be conducted in a professional and courteous manner.
C. Service orders shall be received by phone or in person in a professional and courteous
manner.

SECTION 8
8.1 Training

TRAINING

A. The Housing Authority staff shall be adequately educated and trained to perform the
maintenance tasks described in these policies.
B. The Maintenance Manager shall encourage the appropriate Housing Authority employees to
attend relevant training courses to learn how to become more efficient and productive
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